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About This Content

Said to be the most successful training aircraft ever produced, the Cessna 172 Skyhawk first entered production in 1958, since
when more than 40,000 have been built. The ‘N’ model was introduced in 1977 and featured an upgraded engine, with additional

options such as air conditioning and larger fuel tanks becoming available before the introduction of the model ‘P’ successor.

Developed by Carenado, the FSX: Steam Edition version of the C172N Skyhawk is a beautifully detailed aircraft ideal for VFR
flying. This pack includes four paint schemes and two models, with and without fairings. (Fairings are externals features which

cover gaps and spaces between parts of an aircraft in order to reduce drag).

Features:

External dynamic shadows, internal dynamic shadows on VC, normal mapping, specular mapping and bloom lights

Polygon optimized model

Interactive virtual cockpit
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Animations include ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, rolling wheels, doors, pilot’s window, tilting co-pilot seat, sun
visor, fresh air control and vibrating antenna

3D modelled pilot and cockpit area

Details include pitot pressure chamber, antennas, chocks, pitot tube cover

Custom panel and gauges

Realistic light effects on gauges

Nightlight effects on panel

Real weight and balance

4 paint schemes

2 models: with and without fairings

Normal and Emergency Procedures PDF

Reference document
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I find this game really appealing everytime I play it. The music is very good. The visual design is striking, but a little exhausting
after an hour or so of playing. The concept is pretty cool as well. I'm not sure what to say about the difficulty, though... it's a
very difficult game that requires precise timing. You can get to ~ level 50 without much effort, but around 80 things get really
beefy and I wonder if I can even continue using my wireless controller to advance becuase of the lag.

Still loving it even though I've lost my save game a couple times :). Where do I start with this game?
This game is an obvious Smash Bros. clone, but it has a growing roster of indie characters.
*Before you read: Yes, I do know this game is on Early Access, so I will list some ideas for improvement after I list my pros and
cons about the game*

Pros:
-Has plenty of great characters from popular indie games
-Gameplay mechanics perfectly mimic Smash Bros. ( I should know due to playing it for years)
-Dust is on it! :DDDD
-You earn achievements for winning as different characters and getting others KO'ed a certain amount of times

Cons:
-Needs more optimization options
-Adventure Mode is locked, but this needs time to be worked on

Requests:
-Please add Freedom Planet characters such as Sash Lilac
-Please add Quote from Cave Story
-It would be better if the game can recognize that you are using a controller from the start, instead of having to set the
controllers in the options, many people buy their games and try them out in their living room using a controller from the start

Result:
Indie Game Battle has the potential to become one of the best indie crossover games on Steam, but it needs time to be worked
on, the developers are doing a great job, and they should be paid to be motivated to continue doing so. Therefore, I recommend
purchasing this game because it's awesome... and it's WAY better than most Smash Bros. clones on Steam!

*Edit: Removed many cons due to not understanding how the game works, sorry devs!. Videoball is what's for dinner.. It's fun
and brings back a lot of memories, nothing bad about it, besides the glitches and bugs it gets here and there.. Its a fun game to
Play, Easy to beat And finished 100% Still its good for a few laughs and To act like your a real manager XD for the price its
worth the Shot
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The game's not bad, but I'm going with a "Don't Recommend" rating based on the price tag.

If this game was $29.99 or cheaper, I'd recommend it, so maybe keep it in mind if it ever goes on deep sale.

Pros:
-Great gunplay and core combat mechanics. The game really shines when you're in the thick of battle. Combat feels similar to
Doom, but a bit slower and more methodical. I spent more time during engagements calculating my next moves, as opposed to
Doom where during most engagements all I could think was "Oh s h i t, oh
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 oh
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 oh s h i t!"

-Interesting art style with some great visuals. Gore aplenty.

-The world feels very alive or at least lived-in. Despite how over the top and silly it can be, it still feels like a real world and can
be quite immersive.

Cons:
-Vehicle combat is lackluster. This is the #1 reason I'm not recommending it. This is a game that largely sold itself as a Mad
Max style game with a big emphasis on the vehicular combat, but I've yet to have much fun with it. Vehicle handling with
mouse and keyboard isn't terrible, but it is done better by many other games. Also, your main vehicle comes equipped with auto-
aim weapons. I looked for a way to turn off the aim-assist, but couldn't find a way to do it. This takes a considerable amount of
fun out of the combat. There are a good variety of vehicles, some of which feel decent to use, but overall I really haven't had
much fun engaging in what is supposed to be one of the game's marquee features.

-The game feels very padded. Lots of driving from one spot to the next. Sure, there's stuff you can find along the way, but I still
groaned every time a quest marker popped up on the other side of the map.

-It's very grindy for a single player game. Rather than having linear story missions, it gives you three factions you have to build
your reputation with to progress the story. This means you have to grind side activities for HOURS.

-There's a good amount of depth to the game's progression, but it crosses the line into feeling excessive.. I'm not bothered by
deep and complex progression systems if the game is something I plan on putting many hours into. However, after 7 hours I've
already concluded that I will not continue playing after the campaign is over, so dealing with the progression systems at this
point just feels tedious.

-Boss fights are a bit of a joke. Granted I'm only 7 hours into the game, so there might be better bosses later on, but the one's
I've been encountering have all been a joke. Pop Overdrive, spam rockets and\/or shotgun blasts into the enemy's head or weak
points, it's over. Doom's boss encounters were far superior.

Overall, the game's combat is enjoyable enough where I plan on grinding out the campaign until it's over to get as much value as
I can out of the purchase. However, I don't think this game is worth the price tag. For me, a $60 game should provide me with at
least 30 hours of entertainment, or in cases like Doom 2016, 15 hours of heart-pounding exhilaration. Rage 2 has its exhilarating
moments here and there, but there's far too much downtime and too much tedium in between those moments.. This is a very
unique tactical shooter experience with tons of new content every season. The community can be a bit toxic, but what can you
do... All in all 10\/10, would play again.. They can see all the other lighthouses out there, and they want to talk to them. But they
can't, because they're all too far apart to hear what the others are saying. All they can do\u2026is shine their lights for afar.
\u2026So that's what they do. They shine their lights at the other lighthouses, and at me.. OK little game. The interface is a little
difficult to use, and I am not sure the mechanics quite hang together in a fun way. Also seemed very easy on standard.

The constraints on the zoom and view angles were pretty frustrating at times and it was hard to gather information easily.

Creative mechanics thiough. Personally I think I would have enjoyed a trading game more where the routes were persistent, and
this also would have ameliorated some of the interface and view problems. It is not good to make players keep interacting with
the weaker elements of your game again and again.. for some reason i did not receive my orthos onyx skin with this purchase
and would like to know why
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